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photos from CAD
     Why let a little detail like building a prototype tie up getting a 

product to market? With Computer-Generated Image photography 

(CGI), TRG Studios of Cleveland, OH can produce photographs di-

rectly from a CAD file, with no need for an actual part. More than just 

3-D rendering or modeling, the photography studio has developed 

ways to convert CAD files and import them into high-powered im-

aging programs such as Maya, Dreamworks, or Lightwave, used for 

computer animation and video game creation. The studio’s profes-

sional photographers then apply their knowledge of surface charac-

teristics, lighting, camera position, and set design to produce imag-

es that are virtually indistinguishable from genuine photographs. In 

fact, when challenged to pick out CGI photos in a catalog featuring 

both real and virtual photographs, nearly everyone guesses wrong.

     The CGI process is often more economical than producing pho-

tographs of actual parts. First, manufacturers can skip the costly 

process of producing a prototype and shipping it to the photog-

raphy studio. In addition, the costs of prep work, set design and 

construction, and post-processing are eliminated. 

    But that is just the beginning. Because the CGI process starts 

with a 3-dimensional model, it is easy to rotate products to other 

orientations. While this may not be a huge advantage at the time of 

the initial photo shoot, it is of great benefit if the manufacturer wants 

a different perspective at a later date, after the set and lighting have 

been torn down. With ordinary photography, it is very expensive to 

    Finally, the finished image of the part can be imported into a stock 

photo or natural setting, showing it in its intended application. That 

can save a lot of money when you don’t have to get hold of a new 

pickup truck and mount the part on it for a photo shoot. It even 

lets parts be shown mounted on a new model-year or previously 

unavailable product before it comes to market, as long as images 

are available from the manufacturer. All of these advantages help a 

manufacturer get a product to market sooner and at lower cost.

“when challenged to
pick out CGI photos...

nearly everyone
guesses wrong”

recreate the set, and the lighting and colors are almost impossible 

to match. The CGI process, on the other hand, stores not only the 

shape of the model and the surface characteristics, but also the 

lighting and camera configuration, allowing a perfect match years 

later, and at a relatively low cost. The same benefit applies when 

product changes necessitate taking new photographs.

When a product is made up of several mating parts, CGI images 

of each part can be created and combined to show an exploded 

view of the product. Animations can be made of the product rotating 

to show various orientations, or to show the product being disas-

sembled and reassembled.

A faucet design by Moen Inc., N. Olmstead, OH.

A 3D chrome-fin-
ish grill guard is 
mounted onto a 
stock photo of 
a pickup truck. 
Reflections in 
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were created 
automatically by the 

software. 

Software allows the photographer to position lights and camera 
for a virtual photo shoot.


